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I. lnt roduct ion

Inthis paper, I will discuss various theoretical models for systems in
Wh,Ch relaxation and coherent energy (or electron) transport occur
simultaneously. In particular, I want to spend some time on the range of
valldlty of certain models and approximations. I will do this by showing
how unthought fu 1 app 1 i cat ions of a model may 1ead to nonsense. Most of
what I wi 11 say is known, so the paper wi 11 be more of a di dact i c
exerClse than a presentation of novel results.

2. Simple Bloch Equations

Consider a two level system interacting with a large heat bath at
temperature T. This interaction causes relaxation of the populations and
~oherences in the two I eve 1 system to thei r Boltzmann equi 1i bri um values.
Wlll designate the two states of the system by 1+> and 1-> and the

reduced density matrix for the system by <J. It is a reduced density
~atrix because the trace over the states of the heat bath has already
een taken. A standard and simple model for the relaxatlon of the
~~duced density matrix to equilibrium is given (mathematically) by
lOCh equations [1]. I take the 1-> state to have energy +6/2 and
t~> state to have energy -6/2. Then I write (note that <J+++<J __ = 1
e total population in the 2 level system is conserved).

• •0++ - 0 __

• -1
<J+_ = T2 <J+_ + i6<J+_

*0"_+ = CJ+_

~~ ~he~e equations 11T1 is the population relaxation rate and 1/T2
P aSlng rate. These equations have been derlved uSlng var i ous
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approximations by many authors and have been used to interpret
experiments for forty years DJ. It is possible to get into trouble
with these equations? Yes, and1the limplest way is to assume (or find
by Some side calculation) that T2( 2TI (or T2 > 2TI)' Although it is

a simple exercise, (often given on physical chemistry exams for graduate
students) to show that such an assumpt i on 1eads to a dens ity matrix
which, for some times, has one eigenvalue greater than I and one
eigenvalue less that 0, this error still crops up in the literature.

The simple exercise mentioned above can be exempl Hied by going
to the limit that T2/TI is infinite. Then "++ and ,, __relax to their
equilibrium values before ,,+_has changed from its initial value. The
density matrix is then

4.

with eigenvalues

I,

and

~2 = -21_ !(,,+±eq - ,, __eq)2 I ()12)1/2
2 + "+- 0

6,

Sinc~ we can easily arrange for the square root to be greater than 1/1,
we f1nd that a is illegal.

3. Simple TwoLevel System: Spin-Boson Model

Let me now turn to a " 1 t ofeffort has been' mored,ff,cult system, but one in which a 0
system and heat ~ntvehsted ~n recent years [2J. The Hamiltoni an of the

a 1S glVen by

H = J(!L><RI + IR> <LII + 11 o!!L><LI - IR><RII

+ Hbath + Vol!L><LI • IR><RII

+ VI !!L><RI + IR><LII
Here Hb . th
oscilla~~~s'S{h e Hamiltonian of a set

ence, bosons) and Vo and

I,

of independent harmoni cwhereas10
V1 are both operators,
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and J are constants. To make it as simple as possible, I will take
~ = 0 and V

j
= 0 so that this represents a two level system with a

slat ic energy trans fer mat ri x element (J) coup ling the twostates and a
fluctuating term (Vo) which breaks the energy degeneracy of the two
states. It is useful to rotate the states of the two level system,
by defining

1
I±> = -12 IlL> ± IR>J

In which case, H becomes (lIo= 0, Vj= 0).

8.

H = JII+><+l - 1-><-11 + Hbath g.

+ Vo 11+><-1 + 1->< + IJ
Now12JI is the energy splitting (I take J<O) and V causes of population
reIaxat i on (and dephas i ng) • If I now do the usua 1 ~reatment for the
dynamics of the density matrix, which is equivalent to second o~der
tlme-dependent pertu rbat i on theory, I obtai n the Redfi e1d equat 1ons:

~++ _ ~__ =-(1 + A) r ("++ - a __ ) - (1 - A) 10.

~+_ = -i2J "+_ - i (1 + A) r ("+- - ,,-+)

WhereA is the Boltzmann factor (exp -2~IJI) and r is the downward
population relaxation rate (in the Golden Rule) from 1-> to 1+>

1I.

12.

It is somet imes more suggesti ve to defi ne
and Oz = "tt - a __ , Then (y = (l+A) r)

• ("z "lq)
13.

"z , -
• 14.
"x = -i2J "y
• 15.
"y -i 2J "x - Y "y
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These are similar but not identical, to the Bloch equations. Note that
had I thrown out the coupling between 0+_ and 0_+ in eq (11), the Bloch
equations would have resulted. All of this is pretty standard. The
equations for Ox and Oy are decoupled from that of 0z in this model. The
solutions to equ , (14-15) are of the form

a e 1\ -t + b e x-t 16.

where

2 2 112
{(~) - 4J ) 17.

If 4J2 > (~)2, 1\ are complex conjugate and Ox and 0y oscillate. If

4J
2

< (~)2, then I\± are both real, and 11\+1 is smaller than ILl. If

(~)2»4J2 then 11\+1 is very small and ILl very large. The rate of energy
transfer from L> to IR> corresponds to the rate of decay of the coherence
in the I± > representat ion, or the rate of decay of Ox and 0y' Thus, 1n
the limit of (t)2»4J2 (large energy fluctuations in the LR representation
relative to the transfer mat5:ix element J) the rate of energy transfer
from L to R 1S slowed to -4J /y. This is the usual and expected result.

But, there is the same seri ous problem whi ch we saw above: the
rate of decay of 0z (y) is fast compared to 4J2/y, so 0z relaxes to it s
equilibrium distribution before Ox has budqad from its initial value.
This ,leads once again to a density matrix which is illegal. The only ~a~
out 1S to have o++eq = a __eq to order IJI/y which is the hallmark of hlg
temperatu re theori es, 2131 J I«I. The problem is that many of the
1nteresting applications of this model are at very low T. 2 2

What has gone wrong with the theory? Clearly when (y/2) »4J ,
the upper state (1-» has a width greater than the spl itting between the
states 1+> and 1->. Therefore, the perturbation theory fails and ~he
sol ut t ong are meaningless for y/2»2J. Can this be repaired by gOlng to
h1gher ord~r perturbation theory? Probably, but note that the e
relat10nsh1p glven by eq , 14 is exact since it follows directly from th
exact equations of motion. This, in addition to the L, R symmetry forces
the ex~ct equations of motion to be of the form of eq (13-15), except
that tlme dependent coefficients are possible. If we accept the 1dea
that a R!ilfield-like description [I,3J is possible, (i .e , time
lndependent coefficients), then we must conclude that overdamped
solutions is impossible. This raises some interesting questions about
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some of the approximate calculations of the symmetric spin-boson model.
For example, what is the behavior of CH(t) in the time regime, in which
c+_(t) is predicted to be overdamped?

In the asymmetric case, in which the state IL> has a larger zero
order energy than IR> (i .e. "'0 > a eq (7)), complex eigenvalues occur
only if r ' > 2("'~ + J2)1I2. Since in most physical systems, "'0 is large
compared to the width of the states, this is unlikely. Note however that
r»J is quite 1ike 1y, and thi s 1eads to a decay rate of the popul at i on in

the IL> state proportional to ~~ r. By the way, in the limit "'~»J, r
o

becomes a "pure dephasing" rate, rather that a population relaxation rate,
since the exact ei genstates of the two 1eve 1 system are closer to IL> and
IR> than to 1+> and 1->. No unphysical results occur in this limit.

4. Three (and more) Level Systems

We have now seen that in certain limits, characterized by widths (y)
greater than sp1ittings (J), the Redfield equations can lead to nonsense.
Of course, this is not to be taken as a criticism of the Redfield
approach, but of the app1 ication of the approach in limits in which it
was never intended to be applied. I now discuss a 3 level model which,
if care is not taken, leads to similar problems. This was pointed out to
me by R. Friesner.

Consider a system of three levels, two of which are degenerate and
coupled by a Hamiltonian matrix element J, and a third state below these

Ho Eo (Ia><al + Ib><bl) +J(la><bl+lb><aIJ

+ E1(lc><cl) 19.

with 1El -Eol »J. We now allow a decay process from [b> to [c> via
phonon (or photon) coupling. This model then represents a two molecule
system in which molecule A has state la> and molecule B has s~ates Ib>
and Ic> with [c > acting as a "sink". If [a> is initially exc i t ed , then
Weexpect this excitation to leak over to Ib> Vla the coherent (J)
cOupling and then to decay to Ic>. If I organize the model so that the
decay rate, r, from Ib> to [c> is very fast compared to J, I expect to
see slow i rrevers i b1e decay of an i nit i a lly prepared Ia> state. How can
I go wrong?

Let me define coherent states

I±> =;{ (Ia> ± [b>
20.
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Then (take EO = 0 for simplicity)

HO = J[ 1+><+1 - 1-><-1] + E1 Ic><cl 21.

Now it seems that both the 1+> and 1-> states decay to Ic> with the rate
r/2. Therefore if I start in [a> =h(I+> + 1-», I seem to predict fast
(- rvz) decay, instead of slow (- J2/r) decay. This is obviously absurd
if we take J=O. What have I done wrong? I have neglected correlations
which have to be present by my assumption that [o> is a decaying state.
This can be seen either by writing the dynamical equations in the [e>,
[b s , [c> representation and then transforming to the I±>, [c> .
representation or by starting with a microscopic Hamiltonian includlng
the terms which cause the decay and doing things carefully. I will
briefly present the former method. In the [a> , [b>, Ic> representation,
the relevant reduced density matrix equations of motion are

• iJ(crab-crba)craa =

• iJ(crba-crab)crbb = rcrbb

• iJ(craa-crbb)crab 1/2 rcrab

• *crcc = rcrbb, crab = crba

22.

23.

24.

25.
where I have assumed that back transfer from [c> to [b> is zero.
Transformlng to the I±> representation yields

26.

= -r r"2 o __ + 2 (cr+_ + cr+_) 27.

2B.

0'_+ = a+_* • _ r (ace -"2 0++ + 0' __ - a+_ - o _+) 29.

The important point to note is that the coupling between population modes
(cr++ and ,,--) and coherences (cr+_ and ,,_) cannot be ignored, because the
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coupling coefficient (r/2) is of the same order of magnitude as the decay
coefficient (r/2). Thus the usual procedure of decoupling these
variables fails. It was incorrect of me to say (above) that 1+> and 1->
decay; in this case the dynamics are more complex. If equ (26-29) are
solved, it is easy to see that oaa(t) decays with a rate proportional to
J2/r and all is well. If I had decoupled the populations and coherences,
I would have found the nonsensical result that oaa decays with a rate r
even if J = O.

I can see thi sin a di rect way from the Hamiltoni an by addi ng to
HO, the term coupling [b> and [c> through the phonons:

v = $ (Ib><cl + [co cb ] )

and using the standard Redfield method (see for example [3]). I find
that the coefficient coupling 0++ to o+_is

R++,+_ = +J~ < v-c vc+(t) > e-i(E- - Ec)tdt

= + r/4 31.

just as in eg (26). Thus, the standard methods work, as long as I do not
neglect the coup ling between modes.

5. Conclusions

As I stated in the introduction all of this is well known, but it is
important to be reminded of the' pitfalls of simple approaches to
dynamical problems when coherence and relaxation are intertwined, as they
certainly are in the short time dynamics in electronically exc it ed
systems.
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